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« IZAMBAR CIGARS » Kingdom. 
 
«The cigar is an art of suggestion and divination, 
but also an art of living, timeless and spiritual. » 
By Edmond. 
This is a rather peculiar tasting I propose to 
share in these lines! This very precious cigar in 
my eyes, takes its story from my own life and 
my experience, the fervor that I bear to the 
cigar, those perfumes that continue day after 
day to exalt my senses sweet scrolls, magical 
and intoxicating. It is with force and unreason 
today, that this passion is concentrated and 
materialized through, this new brand and 
module IZAMBAR called "Kingdom ". A double 
robust 21 grams, with delicious dimensions of 
158 by 54 cepo . An ambitious cigar, born of a 
close synergy with our master blender 
Nicaragua, myself (Edmond ) and my partner 
Antonio , also a great lover . 
 
Indeed, it took us more than a year of work, 
interspersed with olfactory and gustatory 
dissections, sometimes uncertain, evidences 
over months to realize this project with integrity 
, to offer you a cigar worthy of being enjoyed. I 
count on you to give us your analysis, once you 
have tasted this "Kingdom» in the coming 
months.  Meanwhile, here are mine! I admit 
that the exercise is not easy. Visually this double 
robusto does not leave us indifferent, 
harmonious and muscular body measurements 
courting appetite at first glance. In a fairly firm 
constitution, large rigid body develops beautiful 
sweets, such as coffee, or of chicory for 
example, to the nearby scents of undergrowth 
and fragrant grass, presages an appetizer, deep 
and very promising. 
 
Upon ignition, my first aspirations expose an 
harmonious flavor, soft and creamy, a kind of 

. Quick tip, this excellent draw cigar, requires 
caution in imposing the rule of slow gestures to 
draw the best "liqueur". Your frequencies 
expiration will soon be determinative in this 
tasting, so do not be too nimble! This is only my 
opinion. In a comfortable and pleasant 
persistence, I find this absolutely endearing first 
part, comfortable and pleasant in the mouth. 
 
The second time evolves on a more sustained 
form now, with the emergence of a more 
persistent pepper, felt on the tip of the tongue , 
without ignoring its approval creamy and 
satiating. At this stage of this score , when its 
more fortified it diffuses aromas , notes of 
sweet toffee , coffee cream and warm bread 
crust, one whose smell of baking comfort you in 
the morning. In a friendly and suave length , this 
cigar is his true stride after a "happiness" of 
smoking , a must that you will enjoy at all 
depends if you like the tranquility and the 
sublime comfort of large ships or more 
recreational side small sailboats ! 
 
In this 3rd time this last part make this 
transition creamy / spicy form with that of local 
cuisine, rich and opulent comforting and 
nostalgic flavors. In short this "Kingdom" knows 
how compelling in its sufficiency without losing 
his good soon to be pushed to its limits as soon 
as the head a little too hard. A cigar that I find 
surprising, if not unique! This "IZAMBAR" is 
more peppery and colorful in this latest 
installment in part one, this one oriented 
towards a more expressive richness, it is 
savored to the last breath never transgress 
balance. 
By analyzing this cigar on a whole, a certain 
regularity can be noticed from the start, then 
slowly and without haste take more ease and 
confidence, eventually qualify after 1:30 relish, 
flawless, without any heaviness or bitterness, 
that could harm the playful and exciting final. 
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I know you might think, that my analysis may 
not be very objective and you are probably 
right! But honestly, we are satisfied with the 
result of this realization. More than a tasting, I 
tried in this story to share with you a moment, 
even those that I like to portray in my modest 
writings that some already know. 
I hope I have aroused your olfactory bulb and 
your curiosity. 
I add this, «This "Kingdom" to the realm of 
cigars, IZAMBAR has the modesty of great men. 
» 
My thanks to the factory in Estelli Nicaragua and 
its great master blender who had the patience 
to listen to us all these months in the 
preparation of mixtures, not to mention my 
friend and partner Antonio Urech, co- founder 
of the Swiss company " IZAMBAR CIGARS ".  
 
Les cigares selon Edmond.   
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Brand : IZAMBAR 
Name : Kingdom 
Origin : Nicaragua 
Shape: Double robusto 
Length: 6 ¼ ( 158mm ) 
Ring: 54 ( 21,4mm ) 
Weight: 0.05 lb ( 22 grammes ) 
Wrapper: Rosado Equator 
Binder: Jalapa 
Filler: Esteli/ Jalapa 
Color wrapper: Maduro 
Strenght : Medium full 
Date rolling : April 2016 
Price: 15,9chf 
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